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How the TV dinner changed mealtimes forever
When the TV dinner came onto the scene in the 20th century it would shift the West's approach to
dining forever. From the first meat-and-vegetable-filled metal tray to today's creative approaches,
we chronicle the life of the TV dinner from the 1940s to the present day.
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The end of the TV dinner?
But, despite this, for a long time it looked as though the future might be fresh rather than frozen.
After some 60 years of steady growth, frozen dinner sales fell into decline between 2008 and 2016.
Harvey Hartman, founder of market research company The Hartman Group, said that the TV
dinner is losing relevance in a modern society. He told AdWeek: "Younger consumers want fresh
ingredients, mobile use is supplanting TV time and "dinner" increasingly means a late-night
snack."
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